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Background and Aim: Surgical site infection is an important complication after spinal surgery. Prevention and treatment of this complication requires more and reliable information. In this article, we investigated the epidemiology, pathogenesis, diagnosis and treatment of post-operative infection in spine procedures by reviewing previous related studies.

Methods and Materials/Patients: In this paper, original articles available in PubMed and Scopus published between 1991 and 2017 were reviewed and studied.

Results: Organisms resistant to antibiotics have increased and made treatment harder, especially in patients with instrumentation of spine. The frequency of surgical site infection depends on surgical technique, anatomical location, and duration of surgery.

Conclusion: Prevention is the best way to reduce the frequency of post-spinal surgical infection. Excessive use of antibiotics increases the risk of infection with bacteria resistant to treatment.

1. Introduction

Surgical site infection is among the most frequent complications of spine operation. Wound infection is a devastating complication that could happen after simple discectomy or decompressive surgery, fusion, and instrumentation.

Despite improvements in antibiotic prophylaxis, surgery techniques, and post-op care, infections are still threatening patients’ lives [1] and impose financial burden to health system [2]. Surgical site infection of spine has long-term, costly outcomes which increases the morbidity and could end up with re-operations or death. The number of individuals resistant to antibiotics is increasing, that makes treatment harder, especially the patients with instrumentation of spine. This review article addresses the etiology, prevention, and treatment of post-operative spinal infection.
Surgical site infection is the most nosocomial infection that occurs during post-operative period [3]. Different surveys reported prevalence rate of 0.7% to 16% for surgical site infection [1-7]. Post-operative infection is 3% or less after decompressed laminectomy and may increase more than 12% with fusion and instrumentation [8]. Diskitis is reported to occur in 0.2% to 2.75% of surgeries as a rare spine surgery complication [9-12]. Different types of surgery explain incidence of infection varieties, based on the level of invasiveness [1, 13, 14].

2. Methods and Materials/Patients

This article reviews the epidemiology, causes, and treatment of surgical site infection based on previous studies. In this paper, original articles available in PubMed and Scopus published between 1991 and 2017 are used.

3. Results

Classification

Infections after spine surgery are classified into two major groups of superficial and deep. Superficial infections involve skin and subcutaneous tissues with no fascial involvement, but the deep type includes fascia and muscle [1, 13, 15-16]. Diskitis, osteomyelitis, and epidural abscess are among deep infections [13].

Infections are also classified based on the time of happening; the early type occurs within three weeks after the surgery and delayed one develops after four weeks [13, 15-17]. Another criteria to classify infections consist of organisms cultured from surgical site; type one when only one organism grows in the infection site, type two involves multi-organism growth, and type three refers to multi-organism growth with myonecrosis [2].

Pathogenesis (Microbiology)

Staphylococcus aureus is the most harvested surgical site infection [1, 18-20]. Other organisms like S. epidermidis, Enterococci spp., Pseudomonas spp., Enterobacter spp., and Proteus spp. grow in descending order [1, 14, 19]. In traumatic patients with spinal fractures, Gram-negative bacteria with urosepsis source are more prevalent and transmit through hematogenous route to surgery site [21]. Immunocompromised patients could be infected by less virulent organisms [22]. There was an increasing incidence of Gram-negative organisms in recent years [19]. Klebsiella spp., E-coli, Pseudomonas spp., and Proteus spp. are the most infectious Gram-negative organisms in acute phase after surgery [8].

There is an increase in Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) culture of spine surgery site infection recently [21]. In a study, S. aureus SSI rate for spine surgery was 1.0% (median, 2.0%; range, 0.02%-10.0%) and pooled average contribution of S. aureus infections to spinal SSIs was 49.3% and pooled average proportion of S. aureus SSIs attributable to MRSA was 37.9% [23]. The study determined that preventive strategies aimed specifically at S. aureus SSI could reduce healthcare costs and improve patient outcomes for spine operations [23]. Risk factors for MRSA colonization consist of antibiotic use within 3 months prior to the operation, hospitalization within 12 months before the surgery, experiencing soft tissue or skin infection during hospitalization, and HIV infection [24, 23].

Risk factors

Etiologies are generally divided into non-changeable or patient-related factors, and changeable or surgery-related factors [16, 26]. Patient-related risk factors include diabetes mellitus, obesity, alcohol consumption, smoking, old age, corticosteroid use, malnutrition, and histories of more than one week hospitalization [27, 28]. Other factors like cardiovascular diseases, malignancy, previous lumbar surgery, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and immunosuppression are among other factors related to the patient [20, 22, 29,30].

Poor nutrition intake before the surgery is also a strong risk-factor for post-op infection [31]. Low albumin and WBC levels are believed to be a risk factor for infection, as well [20, 31]. Obese patients have a thick layer of fat with poor perfusion which is an optimal environment for infection [5, 14, 26, 28, 32, 33]. Diabetic immunodeficiency make the patients susceptible to pathogens, rarely seen and cultured in other patients [34, 35]. Controlling blood glucose level before the surgery is hence very important in diabetic patients, since high glucose level (more than 125 mg/dL before the operation and above 200 mg/dL after it) is an independent risk factor for infection [29].

Operation time, blood loss, transfusion, instrumentation and graft use, fusion levels, time spent in recovery room and post-anesthesia care unit, and long hospitalization before the surgery are all important changeable risk factors for infection [16, 20, 22, 30, 31, 36].
Duration and complexity of surgery have clear impact on infection, as a simple discectomy has less than 1% chance for infection but the rate increases to 1.5%-2% in decompressive laminectomy [1, 14, 37]; however, the instrumentation increase the rate to 1.9%-4.4% [5, 6, 28, 38, 39]. The number of personnel present in the time of surgery (more than 10 people) is another risk factor [20]. It is impossible to remove all risk factors but their reduction will decrease the post-op infection rate [16, 40].

Prevention

Prevention includes assessments and surveys to decrease changeable risk factors in the shortest possible time. Firstly, the less invasive type of chosen surgery is very important, secondly, choosing appropriate instrument should be considered, and lastly, complete treatment of any infection in the patient prior to the surgery [16].

Prophylactic antibiotic use could decrease infection rate to less than 6% [16], and it is proved to diminish infection rate to less than 1% after discectomy [1, 15, 41]. There was also a decrease in infection rate from 7% to 3.6% with prophylactic antibiotic use [42]. First generation cephalosporin like cephazoline reach maximum serum level rapidly and have less side-effects compared to other antibiotics. Vancomycin, clindamycin, or ciprofloxacin is an appropriate alternative for patients allergic to these class of antibiotics [1, 16, 19, 31].

Combined prescription of cephazoline with vancomycin is more effective than vancomycin alone in patients with high risk for MRSA colonization [24, 25]. It is believed that cephazoline prophylaxis does not decrease after spinal surgery infection rate, but could diminish the intensity, in case the patient is infected [26]. There is also an increased risk for treatment resistance because of antibiotic prophylaxis overuse [26, 43].

Nutritional state is among adjustable factors. Patients undergoing major spine surgery are preferred to receive a nutritionist consultation at the hospital for oral or even parenteral nutrition supplementation, in order to improve their immunologic condition, and thereby prevent any infection [14]. Theoretically, using drains will diminish infections after the surgery, due to evacuation of the hematoma and seroma in the surgery site [43, 45]. Shaving the surgery site with razors will decrease protecting normal skin flora which also leads to micro-trauma and could colonize the bacteria and increase the infection rate [46].

Clinical presentation

Excessive pain and tenderness and skin swelling around the wound are the prevalent signs of post-op infection. Exudation and dehiscence with redness are common presentations occurring in more than 90% of cases and less than one-third of the patients experience fever. There is unfortunately a 15-day gap between the surgery and clinical presentations of infection, so the treatment is withhold during this time [1, 47, 48].

Diagnosis

Laboratory: Although WBC count is routinely assessed, it is not a reliable criterion for infection, as it may be false negative in infections or even abnormally high in patients without infection. CRP levels are more sensitive than ESR for infection detection and CRP remains high for just 2 weeks, but ESR could be detected high for even 6 weeks [1, 13, 15, 16, 18].

Culturing the aspirated collection under the wound is a reliable method for early infection diagnosis [49], but the gold-standard is to culture the tissue harvested in debridement surgery [1, 15, 16, 18]. Imaging: X-ray images of spine are not diagnostic for infections, and could just show narrowing of disk space and end-plate erosions [13, 16, 18]. Lucency around the screws might be seen in patients with delayed infections, and CT scans could be used for further evaluations.

Treatment

Treatment of spine surgery site infection could be very challenging and most patients need long hospitalization, broad-spectrum antibiotic therapy, wound debridement, and instruments removing [3, 22]. Medical treatment could be useful in superficial infections without abscess and fluid collection, ruled-out by imaging [50]. If deep wound infection is detected, the wound should be debrided and irrigated in operation room with general anesthesia, and if there is no necrosis in depth of surgery site and the wound is clean, it could be closed with a vacuum drainage [1, 22, 51-53].

Epidural and paraspinal abscesses like psoas abscesses, even small ones, may not respond to medical treatment; however, aspiration and drainage under CT guidance are only recommended for large collections [54]. Reoperation and debridement of all necrotic tissue with large amount of saline irrigation is recommended for patients with surgical site infection harboring screw, rod, and fusion [55]. If the patients show the early signs
of infection, sequestrated bones, loose pedicle screws and unnecessary instruments should be removed, but necessary instruments (removing of which may cause instability) should be kept in place [1, 20, 56-59]. If the infection is an early one, sequestrated bones and loose pedicular screws and unnecessary instruments should be removed, expect for the necessary instruments that should be kept in place, since removing those could lead to instability [1, 20, 56-59].

In case of late infections, especially more than 37 weeks, the instruments should be removed, because arthrodesis has already happened [51-53, 60]. Studies recommend that instrument removal is not necessary in acute infections and they should be remained until arthrodesis occurs [51]. Other studies recommend removing instruments in patients with several debridement procedures who did not respond to antibiotic therapy [61].

Diskitis is a rare after surgery complication with incidence rate of 0.2% to 2.75% [9-12]. Percutaneous aspiration with imaging guidance identifies the organism in charge as a potential guide to proper antibiotic choosing [62]. Most patients with diskitis will be treated by proper antibiotic for 6 weeks and spontaneous fusion usually occurs in the disk space [33, 63, 64].

Spine surgery site infection treatment with antibiotics should be continued for 6 weeks after debridement and if the organism is resistant to treatment including the MRSA, parenteral antibiotic treatment for 8 weeks is recommended [65]. All deep infection sites in spine operations are in need of long-term treatment with antibiotics [1, 50-52].

3. Conclusion

Although surgical site infection after spine procedures is not common, the cost and devastating consequences are among the important challenges of spine surgery. The most important issue is to take preventive measures that could diminish such complications. Appropriate patient selection based on unchangeable risk factors and also the type of surgery and instrument usage should be planned rationally. If the surgery is not emergent, it should be postponed until changeable factors significantly decreased. In other words, the most useful method to decrease this complication is prevention.

Shortening the hospital stay after the surgery will decrease nosocomial and resistant-organism infections. Careful follow-up of patients after discharge is also very important for early diagnosis of infection and starting appropriate treatments.
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